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Abstract. We show the interest of the mixed (or synchronous) product for studying traces and 
trace languages in the free partially commutative monoids. We use this product o construct 
particular asynchronous automata nd we show that each asynchronous automaton is the image 
by a strictly alphabetic morphism of a mixed product of automata. Then we use this result and 
Zielonka's theorem (1984) to obtain a result similar to Mezei's theorem in the free partially 
commutative monoids by showing that each recognizable trace language is the homomorphic 
image of some finite union of synchronous products of recognizable anguages. 
R~sum6. Nous montrons l'int6r& du produit de mixage (ou de synchronisation) pour l'6tude des 
traces et langages traces, dans les monoides partiellement commutatifs libres. Nous utilisons ce 
produit pour construire des automates a ynchrones particuliers et nous montrons que tout automate 
asynchrone est l'image par un morphisme strictement alphab~tique d'un produit mix6 d'automates. 
Nous utilisons alors ce r~sultat et le thfior~me de Zielonka (1984) pour obtenir un r6sultat similaire 
au th6or~me de Mezei dans les mono'ides partiellement commutatifs libres en montrant qu e tout 
langage trace reconnaissable est l'image homomorphe d'une union finie de produits de synchron- 
isation de langages reconnaissables. 
Introduction 
Since a few years, several models have been proposed in order to describe parallel 
computation; the Petri nets and the transition systems, (cf. [3]) are the best known. 
In 1977, Mazurkiewicz [14] has introduced a tool, called 'trace', which can be 
viewed as a model for concurrent processes in the same way as words are a model 
for sequential processes. 
The set of traces is a monoid, called free partially commutative monoid, whose 
generators are the elementary action names of the concurrent processes and whose 
relators are of the form ab = ba, where a and b are the names of two independent 
actions (i.e., two actions which can be executed simultaneously). In particular, FI~ 
and Roucairol [13] and Papadimitriou [17] have shown that the partial commuta- 
tions are a good model for guaranteeing the serializability of concurrent database 
updating. 
The free partially commutative monoids were first introduced by Cartier and 
Foata [5] in order to study combinatorial problems on words. But, since their link 
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with the concurrent processes had been shown, a theory on trace languages has 
been developed in the same way as the theory of formal anguages had been worked 
out in free monoids. 
In this paper we are interested in the notion of recognizability in free partially 
commutative monoids, and especially in a characterization of recognizable trace 
languages among recognizable sequential languages (i.e., languages on words) using 
an adapted product called synchronous product. 
The first section introduces ome notations and definitions. In the second one we 
shall show that a trace can be identified with a set of words satisfying some conditions 
of synchronization. Thus we show that the free partially commutative monoids are 
the synchronous product of free monoids. The third section deals with the notions 
of recognizability and asynchronous automata. First, we recall the Ochmanski 
theorem which generalizes the Kleene theorem to free partially commutative 
monoids. We use this theorem for proving that the morphisms of free partially 
commutative monoids which preserve the recognizability are exactly those which 
preserve the connectivity. Secondly, we recall the Zielonka theorem which proves 
that the recognizable trace languages are exactly those which are recognized by the 
finite asynchronous automata. In terms of parallel computation, these automata re 
very interesting since they permit the simultaneous execution of two independent 
actions. 
In the fourth section, we shall show that the mixed product is a very interesting 
tool for constructing and describing the asynchronous automata. Indeed, in the 
same way as we define the mixed product of languages, we can define the mixed 
product of automata, which permits to construct a subfamily of asynchronous 
automata. In particular, we construct he asynchronous automata recognizing the 
equivalence class of a word, and the set of words which are equivalent to an arbitrary 
power of a word. Then we shall prove that the asynchronous automata re images 
by a strictly alphabetic morphism of a mixed product of automata. Therefore, using 
Zielonka's theorem, we conclude this paper by a result recalling Mezei's theorem 
in the case of the direct product of free monoids. 
Indeed, we show that a trace language is recognizable if and only if it is the image 
by a particular morphism of some finite union of synchronous products of recogniz- 
able languages. 
1. Notations and definitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A, i.e., the set 
of words written with letters in ,4. Let 0 ___ A x A be a symmetrical and irreflexive 
relation on A, called concurrency or commutation relation. I f  (a, b) belongs to 0, 
then we say that a and b commute. 
We denote by M(A, 0) the quotient monoid of A* by the congruence - generated 
by the set of relations {ab -- ba I(a, b) ~ 0~. This monoid is called the free partially 
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commutative monoid associated to A and 0; its elements are called traces. The 
canonical morphism from A* to M(A, 0) is denoted by rp, and the empty word as 
well as its image by rp are denoted by 1. For instance, if 0 = 5, then M(A, 0) is 
isomorphic to the free monoid A*, and if 0 = B x C u C x B with B, C _c A and 
B n C = ~, then M(A, 0) is isomorphic to the direct product of the free monoids 
B* and C*. 
A language (respectively trace language) is a subset of A* (respectively M(A, 0)). 
The closure of a language L is the set [L] = q~-l~p(L). In particular, the closure of 
a word u is equal to the equivalent class of u: [u] = {v ~ A*J u - v}. If  L = ILl, then 
L is said to be saturated. 
The alphabet of a word u, i.e., the set of all letters occurring in u, is denoted by 
alph(u). I f  u and v are two ----equivalent words, that is to say if there exist a k i> 0 
and words Wo, w l , . . . ,  Wk belonging to A* such that u = w0, v = Wk and, for each 
1 <~ i <~ k, wH = gabd, wl = gbad with g, d ~ A* and (a, b) ~ 0, then u and v differ 
only by the order of their letters. Thus we can define, without ambiguity, the alphabet 
of a trace t by alph(t) = alph(u), where q,(u) = t. We denote by lUla the number of 
occurrences of the letter a in the word (or trace) u. 
The conflict relation, i.e., A x A -  0, is denoted by/ i  and the restriction of 0 to a 
subset B of A, i.e., B x B n 0 is denoted by 0s. The non-commutation graph of B, 
denoted by (B, 0) is the graph whose vertices are the letters of B and whose edges 
are the pairs of letters of B that do not commute. We say that B is a clique of the 
concurrent alphabet (A, 0) if (B, 0) i.e., B x B _ / i  is a complete graph. 
We say that the subsets A~, A : , . . . ,  Ap of A are a covering by cliques of (A, §) 
if each Ai is a clique and if, for all letters a and b that do not commute, there exists 
an i, l <~ i <~ p such that {a, b } c_ Ai. 
We say that a subset B of A is connected if (B,/i) is a connected graph, i.e., Va, 
b~ B, 3k  >~O, 3Co, C l , . . . ,  Ck~ B: co=a, ck = b and Vi l <~i<~k: (ci_t, c~)~ O. In a 
wider sense, a wo~d or a trace is connected if its alphabet is connected, and a 
language or trace language is connected if all its elements are connected. 
Let B be a subset of A, the projection of A* into B* is denoted by Hs and defined 
by I IB(a) = a if a ~ B and 1"1~(a) = 1 otherwise. In the sequel, we shall denote by 
{A~, A : , . . . ,  Ap} a fixed covering by cliques of (A, 0). Then we denote more simply 
HA, by IIi. 
Example 1.1. Let (A, §) be represented by the graph in Fig. 1. The sets {a, b, c}, 
{b, d}, {f~, {a, c} are some cliques; and {{a, b, c}, {b, d}, {d, e}, {c, e}, {f~} is the 
covering by the maximal cliques. The words u = afebdc and v = efabcd are equivalent 
a ~ b  d 
Fig. 1. 
f 
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since we have: 
u = afebdc --faebdc--feabdc--feabcd efabcd  = v. 
The word u is not connected since the letterf~ alph(u) commutes with all the other 
letters; on the other hand the words aebdc and f are connected. 
2. Reconstructibi l i ty and mixed product 
In this section, we shall characterize the traces in terms of words. The proof of 
the following result can be found, for example, in [8] or [12]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let ( A i ) l~p  be a covering by cliques of the non-commutation graph. 
For any words u and v belonging to A*, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) u ~ v, 
(ii) Vi l<~i~p: liI~(u) =lib(v). 
This characterization is a very important result in the free partially commutative 
monoids because it permits to solve problems concerning traces, using the known 
results on words. These techniques are widely used for solving equations in free 
partially commutative monoids (cf. [11, 12]). 
The first consequence we can deduce from this result is the extension of the 
projection HB to traces: lib : M(A,  O) ~ M(B, 0~), setting for each trace t ~ M(A, 0): 
l is(t)  = cp(lia(u)) where q,(u)= t. In the important case where B is one of the 
cliques Ai, then OA, is empty, thus M(Ai, OA,) is isomorphic to the free monoid A*. 
Therefore, we can identify the trace Hi(t) with the word lii(u) where ~p(u) = t. 
In order to give a representation f traces using the above proposition, Cod and 
Mttivier have introduced the following concept [7]. 
Definition 2.2. A p-uple of words (Wl, W2,  . . . , IMp) belonging to A* x A* x - • • x A* 
is reconstructible if there exists a word w ~ A* such that, for each 1 <~ i <~ p, we have 
H,(  w ) = w,. 
Proposition 2.1 amounts to saying that the free partially commutative monoid is 
isomorphic to the set of reconstructible p-uples of A* x • • • × A*. We can redefine 
the reconstructibility using the mixed product introduced by De Simone [10] and 
Mazurkiewicz [15]: 
Definition 2.3. Let A and B be two alphabets and let X and Y be languages of A* 
and B* respectively. The mixed product of X and Y in A and B, denoted by X m Y, 
is a language of (A u B)* defined by 
Xm Y={w~(AuB)* I I IA (w)~X and/-/B(w) ~ Y}. 
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One can easily verify that 
Xm Y= ~ (x my).  
(x,y)~Xx Y 
Moreover, the mixed product is obviously an associative operation, thus we can 
define the mixed product X~ m X2 m.  • • m X n in A~, A2, . . . ,  A n. The mixed product 
can also be defined by induction on the length of the words as follows: 
- if x e (A - B)*, then x m 1 = {x}, 
- if y ~ (B -A )* ,  then I my = {y}; 
• for x~A*  and yeB* :  
- if acA-B  and beB-A ,  then axmby=a(xmb)ub(axmy) ,  
- i fa~AnB,  then axmay=a(xmy) ;  
• otherwise: x m y = ~. 
In the case where A r~ B is empty, the mixed product coincides with the shuffle 
product, denoted by X, , ,  Y. When A and B are equal, we obtain the intersection 
of X and Y. 
The link between the mixed product and the reconstructibility is given by the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. Let (A~)x~i~n be a covering by cliques of  (A, 0). Let (wl ,  w2,. • •, %)  
be a p-uple o f  A* x A* x • • • x A*; it is reconstructible if  and only if  the mixed 
product wm m w2m . . . m wp in A~, A2, . . . , An is not empty. Moreover, i f  
w~ w~mw2m. . .mWn,  then [w]=wlmw2m' . 'mw n. 
ProoL By definition, (w l , . . . ,  wn) is reconstructible iff there exists w s A* such that, 
for each 1 <- i <~p, II~(w) = wi; thus, iff wl m. • .mwp # ~. Now, let w e w~ m. • • mwn; 
we have [w]={veA* lV l~ i<- - .p :  l I i (v )= l l i (w)=w~}.  Thus we have [w]= 
w~mw2m. . .mw n. [] 
The mixed product permits us to work with the projections of the words; but in 
order to have a tool that exactly describes the traces, we define a synchronous product 
in M(A, 0), denoted by ~,  in the same way as the direct product is associated with 
the shuffle product. Let (Ai) l~i~p be a covering by cliques; for all languages 
X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xp included in A*, A* , . . . ,  A* respectively, we set 
Xl~ X2[] " " "~ Xn = { t ~ M(A ,  O)]Vl<~i<~p: l I ,( t) e Xi}. 
Thus we have 
Xl  m X2 m " " m Xn = rO- l ( X~ iY~l X2 ~ " " " N Xn ). 
Let us remark that if the Ai's are disjoint, then the synchronous product coincides 
with the direct product. 
Now we can state a corollary to the above result characterizing the free partially 
commutative monoids among the free monoids. 
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Corollary 2.5. Let (Ai)l~i~p be a covering by cliques of the non-commutation graph 
(A, 0), then M(A,  O)=A*[~A*[].  . .[~A*. 
3. Recognizability and asynchronous automata 
In this section we shall be interested in the problem of determining how one can 
describe the recognizable trace languages. Remember that, given a monoid M, a 
subset X of M is said to be recognizable if there exists a morphism f from M into 
a finite monoid F which saturates X, i.e., such that f -~f (X)= X. The family of 
recognizable subsets of M is denoted by Rec(M). The recognizable subsets of 
M(A, 0) are first characterized by the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. A trace language X ~ M ( A, O) is recognizable if and only if ~p-l( X)  
is a recognizable language of A*. 
Thus we can identify the recognizable trace languages with the saturated recogniz- 
able languages. The Kleene theorem proves that the family of recognizable anguages 
of a free monoid A* coincides with the family of rational anguages, i.e., the family 
of languages obtained from finite languages by using union, product, and star 
operatidns. (We recall that X*= [.-J,~,o X", with X °= {1} and X "+1= X".X.) This 
is no longer the case in free partially commutative monoids. Indeed, if a and b are 
two commuting letters, then X = cp(ab)* is a rational subset of M(A, 0), but it is 
not a recognizable one since ~p-l(X) = { w s { a, b}*l[Wla = [Wlb} is not a recognizable 
language of A*. 
In spite of that, several papers have proved successively that an analogous result 
can be shown in free partially commutative monoids using the c-rational trace 
languages [9]. 
Definition 3.2. The family of c-rational trace languages i  defined as the least family 
C of trace languages satisfying: 
(i) any finite trace language is in C; 
(ii) X, Y~ C implies Xu  Y~ C and XY~ C; 
(iii) X ~ C and X connected imply X*~ C. 
The following theorem is due to Ochmanski [18]. 
Theorem 3.3. A trace language X is recognizable if and only if it is c-rational. 
In order to see more clearly why the condition of connectedness appears, we are 
going to prove the following proposition. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let t be a trace, then t* is recognizable iff t is connected. Moreover 
if t is connected, then t* = t*V~ t*V~ . . .r~ t* where t~ = Ili( t). 
Proof. If t is not connected, then alph(t) can be decomposed into two subsets B 
and C such that each letter of B commutes with each letter of C. Therefore, setting 
tl =Ha(t) and t2=Hc(t), we have t= ht2 with tit2 = ht~. Now, let D={r, s} be a 
new alphabet and f :D* ->M(A,  O) be the morphism defined by f ( r )=  h and 
f (s )  = t2. Let us assume that t* is recognizable; then f -~(t  *) is also recognizable in 
D*. Since h t2 = t2h, we have 
f - ' ( t * )  =f - l ( t ,  t2)* = { u e D*  l lul, = luls}, 
thus f-~(t*) is not recognizable and neither is t*. 
Conversely, if w -  t k, then I I i (w)=II i(t k) = t~; thus we t* [ ] .  • .[] t*, therefore, 
t'c_ t *~-  • .~  tv*. Now, let we t*[] -  • .~  tv*; then, for each 1 ~ i~p,  there exists a 
~>0 such that Hi(w)=t~'. Let aeA,&Aj ;  then In,(w)lo=lwlo=l (w)lo and 
It, lo = Itlo--Itjlo. But In,(w)l  = ~{t,I. and In,(w)lo =  ltjlo, thus /q -  k~. Now we use 
the hypothesis of connectivity of t to deduce that this equality holds for all 
1 <~ i < j  <~ p since we can connect any two letters occurring in t by a path. Therefore, 
there exists a k ~> 0 such that, for each 1 <~ i <~ p, Hi (w) = t ~ = Hi (t k). By Proposition 
2.1 we deduce that w = t k, thus we have t *~ t* [ ] .  • • [] t *_  t*. [] 
Theorem 3.3 permits to characterize all the morphisms which preserve the recog- 
nizability. In order to state this characterization, we introduce the following 
definition. 
Definition 3.5. A morphism f of free partially commutative monoids is said to be 
connected if the image of each connected trace is also connected. 
In order to verify whether a morphism f :  M(A,  0)--> M(B, p) is connected, it 
suffices to make sure that, for each connected subset D of (A, 0), we have 
[..Jd~o alph( f (d) )  is a connected subset of (B, fi). 
Proposition 3.6. Let f :M(A ,  O)-->M(B,p) be a morphism; then the foUowing two 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f is connected, 
(ii) VX c_ M(A,  0): X e Rec(M(A, 8) )~f (X)eRec(M(B ,  p)). 
Proof. The condition is necessary; indeed, if f is not connected, then there exists 
a connected trace t such that f ( t )  is not connected. Let X = t*, then X is recognizable 
since t is connected, but f (X )=f ( t ) *  is not recognizable because f ( t )  is not 
connected. 
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To prove that the condition is sufficient, we use an induction on the number of 
c-rational operations used for describing a recognizable trace language X. 
- If X is finite, then so is f (X ) .  
- If X = X'  w X" (respectively X = X'X"), then f (X )  =f(X ' )  uf (X" )  (respectively 
f (X )  =f (X ' ) f (X") )  with X'  and X" recognizable subsets of M(A,  0). By induc- 
tion, f (X ' )  and f (X")  are recognizable subsets of M(B, p), thus f (X ' )  u f (X" )  
(respectively f (X ' ) f (X" ) )  is a recognizable subset of M(B, p). 
- If X = Y* with Y~ Rec(M(A, 0)) and Y connected, then f (X )  =f(  Y)*. Since 
every y e Y is connected and f is connected, f (Y )  is connected. Moreover, by 
induction we have f (Y )  is recognizable, thus so is f (  Y)*. [] 
In the free monoid, another characterization f recognizable languages uses the 
automata: we know that the recognizable languages are exactly the subsets of A* 
which can be recognized by finite automata. Zielonka [19] has introduced a particular 
family of automata, called asynchronous automata, in order to prove a similar result 
in free partially commutative monoids. These automata permit the concurrent 
execution of two independent actions (i.e., two commuting letters). 
Def in i t ion  3.7. An asynchronous automaton on the concurrent alphabet (A, 0) is an 
automaton 9A = (Q,/,  T, F) for which there exists a covering by cliques (Ai)~,i~p 
satisfying the two following assertions: 
(i) there exist finite sets Q~, Q2, . . . ,  Qp such that Q = Q~ x - • • x Qp; 
(ii) there exist finite sets (F~),,~A such that 
• F,,--- (Xi~Io Qi )xax(X,~io  Qi), where I , ,={l<~i~pla~A,},  
• ( (q l , . . . ,qp) ,a , (q~, . . . ,q~, ) )eF  iff q[=qi for each i~Ia, and 
((q,, , . . . ,q, ,) ,  a,(q~,, . . . ,q[k))  ~F~ where la={ i , , . . . , i k} .  
In an asynchronous automaton 92, two commuting letters a and b act on 
disjoint subsets of states. Indeed, if (a,b) e0, then 14nlb=0,  thus 
(q l , . -  - ,  qp)..~_ab (q~,. . . ,  q~) is a path in 9~ if and only if 
(ql, • • •, qp) -~-~ (q~, . . . ,  qp) is also a path in 92. Therefore, the language 19AI recogn- 
ized by 9A is always saturated. A clever proof due to Zielonka [19] shows that the 
converse is also true. 
Theorem 3.8. A trace language X is recognizable if and only if tp-~(X) is recognized 
by a finite asynchronous automaton. 
Actually, his result is stronger since he shows that this automaton can be chosen 
to be deterministic. We may usually get a simpler equivalent asynchronous 
automaton using the following proposition showing that the cliques of the covering 
may be taken maximal. 
Propos i t ion  3.9. Each asynchronous automaton 92 on a covering { B~, B2, . . . , Bq} can 
be considered as an asynchronous automaton on the covering by the maximal cliques 
{AbAe, . . . ,Ap} .  
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Proof. Let 92 = (Q, I, T, F)  with Q = Q1 ×" " " × Qq.  Let Q'= Q~ x. • • x Q~ with Q[ = 
~(j~j, Qj where Ji is the set of indices of the cliques B i included in Ai, i.e., J~ = 
J~={l<<-j<<-q[Bjc_Ai}. Let hi be the application from Q to Q'  defined by 
h~(q,...,  rq)= (rj,,..., ~k) where J~={Jl,...,Jk} and let h:Q-> Q' be defined by 
h(r)=(hl(r), . . . ,hp(r)).  Then we set l '=h( I ) ,  T '=h(T)  and F'={(h(r), a, 
h (r')) I (r, a, r') ~ F}. One can easily see now that 92 is isomorphic to the asynchronous 
automaton 92'= (Q', I ' ,  T', F')  on the maximal cliques. [] 
We are now giving two examples of asynchronous automata on the following 
concurrent alphabet: 
(A, 0): a b c 
Example 3.10. Let L = [(abc)*]; then the minimal automaton recognizing L is shown 
in Fig. 2(a). The language L is saturated and we can rename the states in such a 
way that the automaton is clearly asynchronous on the covering A~ = {a, b} and 
A2={b,c} (see Fig. 2(b)). We have Fo={(0, a, 1)}, Fb={((1,0),  b, (0,1))} and 
Fc= {(1, c, 0)}. 
In the next example, it is not possible to rename the states in such a way that the 
automaton becomes asynchronous. 
Example 3.11. Let L be the saturated language recognized by the minimal automaton 
shown in Fig. 3 (i.e., L=(Lob) + with Lo={W~{a, c}*llwlo+lwlc= 1 mod2}). Let 
us suppose that the states 1, 2, 3 can be represented in an asynchronous automaton 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 2. 
a,,c b 
a ,c  a ,c  
Fig. 3. 
respectively by q = (q~, q2) ,  r = (r~, r2) and s = (Sl, s2). Since (q, a, r) ~ F (respectively 
(s, a, r)~ F) and a~A2, we have q2=r2 (respectively s2 = r2); in the same way, 
(q, c, r) e F (respectively (s, c, r) ~ F)  and c~ A~, thus q~ = r~ (respectively s~ = rl). 
Therefore, q = r = s which is not possible. 
On the other hand, one can verify that the asynchronous automaton shown in 
Fig. 4 recognizes the language L. 
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a 
a 
c 
b 
C 
b" 
Fig. 4. 
4. Mixed product and asynchronous automata 
Let us define the mixed product of two automata ~[~ = (Q1,11, T1, F1) and ~I2 = 
(Q2,12, T2, F2) on the alphabets A and B respectively, as the automaton 9Alrn~[2 = 
(Q, I, T, F)  where Q = Q1 x Q2, I = 11 x 12, T= T1 x T2 and F= FA_~ U FB-A U FA,~B 
with: 
FA-a = {((p, P'), a, (q, P')) I a ~ A-  B, p' ~ Q2 and (p, a, q)~ F1}, 
FB-A= {((p, p'), a, (p, q'))l a ~ B-A ,  pe Q~ and (p', a, q')e F2}, 
Fona  = {((p, p'), a, (q, q'))[a ~ An  B, (p, a, q)e FI and (p', a, q')e F2}. 
We can easily see that the mixed product of automata is an associative operation, 
so we can define, without ambiguity, the mixed product of p automata: 
9Alrn~2rn. •.rn~p. 
The advantage of the mixed product of automata is shown by the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let L~, l.q, . . . , Lp be recognizable languages o f  A*,  A*,  . . . , A*  recogn- 
ized by the automata 9A1, 9A2, . . . ,~p  respectively. Then the automaton 9A= 
~1 m 92 m . . . .  m ~p is an asynchronous automaton recognizing the saturated language 
L = L1m Lzm . • . mLp.  
ProoL The fact that 9A recognizes L is proved in [10]. Now, if for each 1 <~ i<~p we 
have ~[~ = (Q~, Ii, T~, F~), then 9A = (Q, I, T, F) with Q = Q1 x . . .  x Qp, I = 
11 x • • • x Ip, T = T1 x • • • × Tp. Thus, ~1 is an asynchronous automaton with Fo = 
{((Pj)~lo, a, (q~)jExo)lVj~Io: (Pj, a, qj)~Fs}, where I o={ l<~i<~pIaeA,} .  [] 
This result shows in particular that the mixed product preserves the property of 
recognizability. In terms of traces, we can state it in the following way: I f  X1 c_ 
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A*, Xpc  * . . . ,  _ Ap  are recognizab le  languages ,  then X = X I  [] • • • [ ]Xp  is a recognizable 
trace language.  
Theorem 4.1 permits us to easily construct asynchronous automata. One of the 
first consequences is the construction of an asynchronous automaton recognizing 
the equivalence class of a word u. Indeed, since [u] = ul m- • • m up where u~ = l I~(u) ,  
the mixed product of the automata 92~ recognizing ui is an asynchronous automaton 
92 recognizing [ u]. 
Example 4.2. Let (,4, §) be the graph defined in Example 1.1 and let u = eacf. Le t  
us consider A1 = {a, c}, A2 = {c, e}, A3 = {f} the maximal cliques of (alph(u), 0). 
Then 921 recognizes Ul = ac, 922 recognizes u2 = ec, and 923 recognizes u3 =f  (see Fig. 
5). Thus, 92=921m922rn923 recognizes [u] (cf. Fig. 6). 
a c 
O C 
f 
Fig. 5. 
A second consequence is the construction of an asynchronous automaton recogniz- 
ing the closure of the star of a connected word u. Indeed, in terms of words, 
Proposition 3.4 amounts to saying that, for each connected word u, we have 
[U* I  = Ul* ffl U2* ffl "" • rrlUp*, 
f '  £ 
£ 
£ 
Fig. 6. 
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~:  
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where us = Hi(u). 
Consider, for instance, Example 3.10: we have u = abc on (A,/ i):  a b c. 
Then 9/1 recognizes u* = (ab)* and 9.I2 recognizes u* = (bc)* (see Fig. 7). Thus, by 
mixing these automata, we obtain the same asynchronous automaton as before. 
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automata 9Ai which recognize the projections of  a connected word, is minimal. 
Proof. This follows from the following three assertions. 
(i) Each automaton 9.Ii is obviously injective. 
(ii) The mixed product of injective automata is an injective asynchronous 
automaton. Indeed, let 9/= 9Ix m. • • mglp, and let us consider a letter a and states 
q = (q l , . . . ,  qp), q'= (q'~, . . . .  , q'p) and q"= (q i ' , . . . ,  q~,) such that q.a = q"= q'.a. 
We have: 
- if i ~ Io, then qi = q~' = q~; 
- if i ¢ Ia, then (q,  a, q~') and (q~, a, q~') ~ F ,  where F~ is the set of transitions of 
the automaton 9/, 
Since each 9.I~ is injective, we have q~ = q~. Therefore, q = q' and thus, 9/is injective. 
(iii) An injective automaton with a single final state is obviously minimal since 
two states having the same context are equal. [] 
We denote by Mix(M(A,  0)), the family of trace languages obtained by mixing 
recognizable languages over the clique components. We can thus write 
Mix(M(A,  0 ) )= Rec(A*)[] Rec(A* ) [ ] . . . [~  Rec(A*). 
The mixed automata re much more restrictive than the asynchronous ones, in that 
in a given state, a letter acts on each projection independently of its context. For 
instance, let us consider the asynchronous automaton on (A, 0): a b c 
shown in Fig. 8. From state 1 on the second component, the action b can go to 
states (2, 1) or (2, 2) depending on whether the first component is 1 or 2. This 
property of asynchronous automata is not realizable with mixed automata. 
Fig. 8. 
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A third family of trace languages has been considered by Zielonka, namely the 
one constituted by trace languages recognized by mixed automata for which the 
initial and terminal states are arbitrary. 
Definition 4.4. 9/= (Q,/ ,  T, F) is a loosely cooperated asynchronous automaton (or 
LCAA) if there exist Q~, Q2, . . . ,  Qp and sets of transitions FI, F2 , . . . ,  Fp (on A~, 
A2 , . . . ,  Ap respectively) such that 
(i) Q= Ql x Q2x . . .  X Qp; 
(ii) l _Q ,  TcQ;  
(iii) Fa={(pj)j~lo, (qj)jeIo)lVjEIa: (pj, a, qj)~Fj}. 
The trace languages recognized by an LCAA are said to be weakly mixed. 
Proposition 4.5. Each weakly mixed trace language is a finite union of  mixed languages. 
Proof. Let 9 /=(0 , / ,  T, F)  be an LCAA. For any q=(q~, . . . ,  qp)~I  and t= 
(h , . . . ,  tp)~ T, we set 92~.~= (Q,  q~, t~, F~) for l<-i<~p. Therefore, it is easy to see 
that 
1 2 
I' 1 = U 
(q,t)~lxT 
[] 
When the non-commutation relation 0 is transitive, i.e., when M(A, 0) is isomor- 
phic to a direct product of free monoids, we have the following result characterizing 
the recognizable subsets. 
Theorem 4.6 (Mezei [4]). Let M(A,  O) = A* x A* x • • • x A*.  A trace language X 
is recognizable if and only if  there exist an n >~ 0 and recognizable languages L u for 
1 <~ i<~p and 1 <~j<<- n belonging to A* such that 
n 
X= U L,jxL jx - . .  xL,j. 
j :=l 
Proof. Since the direct product can be seen as a particular ease of the synchronous 
product, a natural question is to ask whether a generalization of Mezei's theorem 
can be given. Example 3.11 shows that we do not have the same theorem as Theorem 
4.6 when we replace the direct product by the synchronous product. Indeed, let us 
suppose that the saturated language L= (Lob) + can be written as a finite union of 
mixed product: L= U7=1 LId m L2j. Let w a L; then w = wob. . ,  bw, b with wi E LO. 
Thus there exists an s, l<~s<~N, such that al%l,b...bal~,l,b~L~,s and 
clwolcb.., bclW.lcb ~ I_~.,, with Iw lo + Iw lc = 1 rood 2 for each 1 <~ k <~ n. Let/j = IwAo, 
then u = a~b. . ,  bai.b ~ L~,s. The words v ~ A* which belong to/-~.s and have n b's 
with the following form: v = ck°b.., bck, b with k~ + ij = 1 rood 2, for each 1 <~j ~< n. 
Let us take a number n such that 2" > N + 1; then, there exists at least one integer 
1 ~< i <~ N such that/-~.i contains both v and v' = c~b. . ,  bck',b with kJ +/9 = 1 rood 2 
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for at least one 1 <~ i <~ n. Since/j + kj = 1 mod 2, we have/j + k~ = 0 mod 2; therefore, 
(um v') c~ L = 0. But u m v' ~_ L~,~ m L2.~ _ L, and we thus have a contradiction. [] 
We are now going to prove a weak generalization of the Mezei theorem. First, 
we show the link between general asynchronous automata nd LCAA's. 
Let 92 = (Q, I, T, F)  be an AA. We consider a new alphabet B = U a¢ F Fa and we 
set B~ = [,.)a~A, Fa. Let f :  B* -> A* be the morphism defined by 
f((q,)i~Io, a, (q~),~io))= a,
and let p __q B x B 
f(b'))  ~ 0; then the 
we have 
be the concurrency relation defined by (b, b')~p iff ((f(b), 
B{s are the cliques of (B, ~). Let us remark that, for each b ~ B, 
{1 <~ i << - p lbe  Bi}= {1 <~ i<~ pla =f(b)e  A,}= Ia. 
For each 1 <~ i ~< p, we denote by P~ the projection of Q onto Qi. By extension, we 
define P~(qi,, • • •, qik) = q~ if i ~ { i~, . . . ,  ik}. 
Let ~ = (Q', I ' ,  T', F ' )  be the LCAA associated with 9A where Q' = Q, I '  = I, T' = T 
and F '  is defined by the Fi's: 
F~ = {(p,, b, q,) e Q~ x B, x Q,[ b = ((Pk)k~io, a, ( qk)k~o) 
with p ,= Pi((Pk)k~1o) and qi = Pi((qk)~e~o)}. 
Before stating the result, we note that the image of an automaton ~ = (Q, I, T, F )  
on the alphabet B by a strictly alphabetic morphism f :  B*-* A* (i.e., b ~ B~f (b)  
A) is the automaton f (~)=(Q, I ,T ,F ' )  on the alphabet A with F'= 
{(p,f(a) ,  q)](p, a, q)~ F}. We easily verify that f ( l~ l )=[ f (~)[ .  
Proposition 4.7. Let 9.1=(Q, 1, T, F) be an asynchronous automaton and let 
= (Q, I, T, F') be its associated LCAA; then 9.1 =f(~) .  
Before giving a proof of this proposition, we are going to apply it to Example 
3.11. For the sake of simplification, we set 
a~ = (0, a, 1), a2= (1, a, 0), a3 = (2, a, 1), 
b~ = ((0, 1), b, (2, 2)), b2 = ((1, 0), b, (2, 2)), 
ba = ((1, 2), b, (2, 2)), b4 = ((2, 1), b, (2, 2)), 
c~ = (0, c, 1), c2 = (1, c, 0), c3 = (2, c, 1). 
Sets F~ and F2 are represented by the automata shown in Fig. 9. Thus, ~ is the 
asynchronous automaton in Fig. 10; it then suffices to delete the indices to obtain 
the previous automaton. 
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!19~: a,1 ,'~ b2"b3 ,.~ 
b 1 
~:.: ~ Cl ,,~ bl'b4 
b 2 
Fig. 9. 
b 2 
b 1 
Fig. 10. 
Proof of Proposition 4.7. From the definition of f (~) ,  it suffices to verify that the 
set F" of the transitions of f (~)  is equal to the set F of the transitions of 9.1. We 
have ((ql, • •.,  qp), a, (q~, . . . ,  q~)) E F" iff there exists bE B such that f (b)  = a and 
( (q l , . . . ,qp) ,  b, (q~, . . . ,q~))EF ' ;  thus, iff qi=q~ if i~Ib and b=((qi)~t=, a, 
(q[)~o), i.e., b E Fo. Therefore, we have F= F". [] 
Using the Zielonka theorem, we can now state a weak generalization of the Mezei 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. A trace language X c_ M ( A, O) is recognizable if and only if&ere exist 
a concurrent alphabet (B, p), a connected strictly alphabetic morphism f :  M(B, p) -* 
M(A,  0), an integer n and recognizable languages LIj  E B*,  Lz j  E B* ,  . . . ,  L~ E B* 
for each 1 <~ j <~ n, (where M ( B, p) = B*[] B*[~ . . . [~ B*) such that 
X = f(j=~_J L~jN I_~j[] . . .7~ Lpj). 
Proof. I f  X = f([.-J~ffil LIj []. • • [] Lpj) with Lo E Rec(B*) for 1 ~< i<~ p and 1 <~j <~ rg 
then I..Jj~l (L1j[]" • "~ Lpj) is a recognizable trace language of M(B, p). Now, f is 
a connected morphism, thus, using Proposition 3.6, we have proved that X is 
recognizable. 
Conversely, let X be a recognizable trace language; there exists an asynchronous 
automaton ~ recognizing ¢-~(X). Now, let ~ be its associated LCAA, and f '  its 
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associated strictly alphabetic morphism from B* into A*. Since (b, b') ~ p iff (f(b), 
f(b')) ~ 0, the image by f '  of two equivalent words in M(B, p) are equivalent in 
M(A, 0), so we can define a morphism f from M(B, p) into M(A, 0) by f (t)  = 
~(f'(u)) with ~(u) = t, where ~ is the canonical morphism from B* into M(B, p). 
Moreover, the image by f  (or f ' )  of a connected trace (or word) remains connected, 
so f is a connected, strictly alphabetic morphism verifying f(d/(u)) = ,p(f'(u)). 
By Proposition 4.7, we have ~- I (X )= = If'( )l Now we have proved 
in Proposition 4.5 that I~[ is a finite union of mixed recognizable languages in B*: 
Thus, 
i.e., 
= 0 + L j). 
j=l 
X=~(~- ' (X ) )=~( f '  L,,jrn. . .mLj,j , 
Therefore, 
X = f (  jO ~b(L, jm. . .m Lpj))=f(sU1 L]j ~ . . .~ L,j ). [] 
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